COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE

The David D. Palmer Health Sciences Library complies with United States Copyright Law (U.S. Code Title 17) in all aspects of its operations.

Photocopiery in the Library
Users making copies are responsible for ensuring compliance with copyright law

Interlibrary Loan
Loans
The requesting library is responsible for ensuring compliance with Copyright Law

Borrows
The Library follows appropriate copyright law and guidelines (CONTU) when placing requests

Document Delivery
Royalty fees are calculated and charged on document delivery requests when applicable.

Custom Photocopying
Royalty fees are calculated and charged if the library determines that fair use guidelines do not apply.

Reserves
Up to four (4) copies of an article may be on Reserve for each class/club, each term
A photocopied article may remain on Reserve for one course and one trimester without securing copyright permission from the publisher
It is the responsibility of the instructor to secure this permission and present proof of permission to the library

Electronic Licensing
In providing access to and information from its electronic resources, the Library complies with all conditions stipulated by the content vendor’s licensing agreements.